
THE COINAGE OF OXFORD, r642-46.

By LT.-COL. H. W. MORRIESON, F.S.A.

11·~ FTER the battle of Edgehill on the zoth October, r642,
" Charles I proceeded to Oxford, where he was most loyally

received. He did not stay here long, but moved towards
London, in the hope that he might regain it; but this

hope was doomed to disappointment, for his army, being checked
at Brentford, constrained him t o retreat. The winter had how
commenced, so he returned to Oxford, where he fixed his head
quarters-an arrangement that cont inued till his surrender to the
Scots at Newark in May, 1646. Shortly after settling down there
the King, on the 15th December, issued a proclamation establishing
a Mint, and directed Thomas Bushell, the Warden of the Mint at
Shrewsbury, to join him, and to bring his est ablishment with him.
Bushell arrived on the 3rd J anuary, 1642-43, and started his Mint in
New Inn Hall, which had been allotted to him for that purpose.
The reason for this allotment was that at the commencement of the
civil war the studen ts, who were Puritans, suddenly fled, and the
place was deserted. This Hall and that of Magdalen, whose memb ers
were also of this persuasion, were then commonly st yled (( the two
nests of Precisians and Purit ans."l Bushell was now joined by
Sir William Parkhurst, the Warden of the Mint at the Tower since
1625, who, when that establishment had been seized by the Parli a
ment in 1641, had fled to follow the fortunes of his royal master.
Bushell found that this joint Mint had increased in importance,
and much more work was required of it. The King lost no t ime in
seekin g for bullion, and, on the 6th J anuary, three days after the

1 J ames Ingram, Th e M emoria ls of Oxf ord, p . 183.
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arrival of the Mint, issued a circular letter t o the various Colleges
requesting them to lend him their plate, to be repaid at the rate of
Ss. the ounce for whi te, and Ss. 6d. for gilt plate, " as soon as God
shall enable us." The response to this appeal was both prompt and
generous, for by the zoth January twelve Colleges had delivered
to the Wardens 1,610 lbs. 1 oz. 8 dwts., and others followed suit
later .' Bushell was now called upon to strike money in gold;
presumably some aut hority must have been given for this, but up
to the present none has been forthcoming. H e may, perhaps, have
overcome the difficulty by terming the coins medals, as he had done
in the previous October, when the silver pound,half-pound, and
crown were issued .2

There may be another solution of this problem, for, as Sir
William Parkhurst was the titular Warden of the Tower Mint, it
may not have been considered necessary to issue any further warrant, .
as he, by his original indentures, was en ti tled to st rike in gold . At
any rate, the t reble unite must be reckoned as a medal with a current
monetary value.

The denominations in this standard were the treble unite, unite,
and double-crown or half-unite. There was a liberal issue of these
pieces in 1643, but as the fortunes of the King waned, so did the
produc tion of these coins decrease.

Bushell appears to have remained at Oxford till the aut umn
of 1643, when he moved to Bristol, which had been t aken by the
'R oyalists in August of that year; he st ill, however, continued as
j oint Warden of the Oxford Mint, which was worked under his letters
p atent.

The time during which the Mint worked at Oxford may be
divided into three periods, . namely-First, from January, 1642,
to Bushell 's departure t o Bristol in the aut umn of 1643 ; Second,
from that date till the introduction of the word OX on the coins,
which t ook place before the end of 1643 ; and Third, from then

1 Dr. Nelson, Britssb Numismatic J ournal, vol. xi, pp. 186-188.
2 British Numismatic J ournal, vol. xii, p. 196.
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till the Mint ceased working on 24th June, 1646, when the city
surrendered to the Parliamentary forces. The coins struck during
the first period bear a strong resemblance to those of Shrewsbury,
the majority of the dies being probably by the same engraver.
There is a great improvement in the equestrian figure of the King
on those engraved in 1643, the principal variant being that in the
latter year the near hind leg is raised instead of the off. The shillings,
as well as the later gold coins, seemed to have been designed by
another artist. There is also a die for the silver pound which is
attributed. to Rawlins . The coins of 1642 have a different plume
from those struck at Shrewsbury, that of Oxford having bands,
while the other is without.'

The second period is marked by the introduction of a different
equestrian figure of the King. This figur e is much smaller, and is
somewhat similar to that on the Tower Briot half-crowns, and from
this likeness I shall refer to it as the "Briot horse." The third
period has this same horse, but the lettering is different, particularly
in the R , which has its lower serif prolonged backwards and curling
up at the end, so that it has the appearance of " R B " in monogram
(Plate IV, 53). The letters " OX " now appear on the reverse of
the coins.

THE GOLD COINS .

The gold coins having been written about so lately by Dr. Nelson
in his paper, The Gold Coins issued from the Mint at Oxford,
I642-I6.46,2 I do not propose to describe them now, but at some
later time they will have to be taken in hand to bring them into
conformity with my present paper.

THE SILVER COINS.

The silver coms are very numerous, there being, I imagine ,
something like between ISO and 200 varieties. The plan adopted
at Shrewsbury of having a number of obverse and reverse dies, and

1 British Numismatic J ournal, vol. xii, p. 196.
2 British Numismatic Jo ur·nal, vol. xi, p . 183 et seq.
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using them haphazard, as ' pointed out in my paper, "The Coins of
the Shrewsbury Mint, r642,"1 was pursued at Oxford, and I purpose
following the same manner in describing them, and shall enumerate
the obverses by the letters of the alphabet and the reverses by
numerals, 'with a series for each year, namely, a coin, say a half
crown, labelled r643 , C.3, means that the piece has the obverse C
and the reverse 3, dated r643 . It will be found that as a rule only
one die of each variety was made, and it was used until it became
worn out. Occasionally, however, .more than one was made which
answers to a general description, but they can be distinguished from
one another either by the legend not starting at the same spot, or by
the position of the declaration in the field and similar small diversities. .
Those that I have come across I have noted.

Another point to be noted is the rarity of any mules between the
coins of the first and second periods . I account for this partially by
the suggestion that when Thomas Bushell left Oxford for Bristol,
in the late summer or autumn of r643 , he took som e of these first period
dies with him, as they are found muled with the earliest Bristol
t yp es. The coins are very similar to those issued at Shrewsbury,
differing only in plumes and date.

In the first two years, r642 and r643, that is, r643 new style, the
largest output of money took place. This may be accounted for by
the quantity of bullion the King obtained from the Colleges at
Oxford, and from loyal subj ects who willingly surrendered their
plate for this obj ect. Some of the City companies followed suit ,
and one, the Barber Surgeons, gave up its celebrated cup given to it
by H enry VIII. Luckily for posterity, Mr. Edward Arris, a member
of the Court and a well-known surgeon of his day, strongly dis
approved of this transaction, and having secured the cup by purchase,
eventually restored it to the Corporat ion , a kindly act ion which is
very much appreciated by the present members of that body. Mr.
Edward Arris 's memory is sti ll commemorate d in th~ Royal College of
Surgeons by the Arrisian Lecture. The abnormal size of this coinage

1 British Numismatic J ournal, vol. xii, p. 197.
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is exemplified by the number of large silver coins, pounds, half
pounds, and crowns, which , with the except ion of two pounds,
1643 C.2, and 1644 A.I , and one crown, 1644 A.I , all belong t o the
first period. I have already r emarked that the same occurred with
the gold coins.

There is a decided falling. off in the workmanship displayed
on the coins struck in the y.ear before the Mint ceased working,
presumably an echo of the failing fortunes of the King.

POUNDS .

After the' arrival of the Mint at Oxford in January, 1642, the
only alteration in the dies from those used at Shrewsbury was the
addition of bands to the plume in the field of the obverse and reverse,
and the substitution of a plume for the pellets as a mint-mark.
There was also introduced on one particular die a new horseman on
a very much larger scale, and of bolder appearance ; the sword
penetrates the inner circle nearly to the edge of the coin ; the arms
under the horse consist of a cuirass, helmet, and spears, and fill the
wh ole field beneath the hors e to the inner circle . This t yp e, the
execut ion of which is attributed to R awlins, was used throughout
the whole period that this denomination was issued, namely, 1642,
1643, and 1644 (Plate I , I ), and is the only one muled with a Shrews
bury reverse.

During the second or intermedi ate period a die was made with
the Briot horse with arms on a lin e underneath (Plate I, 6) . The
mint-mark on all obverses is the Oxford plume. In like manner the
reverses differ from those of Shrewsbury by having the plumes
banded and a mint-mark of seven pellets (Plate I, 7). The reverse of
the pound issued in 1644 has quite a different design, which, like the
obverse A found with it, is attributed to Rawlins. It has no mint
mark and has a pellet at the commencement and end of the legend,
.t he lettering being in small characte rs . There is only one large
plume, which cuts the inner circle surmoun ting the value, the
-declarat ion in three curved lines; in a carto uche with a lion 's head in
the centre of the top , and th e edges are jagged. The date 1644
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and OX are at the bottom of the field. With the except ion 'of this
die, all the legends on the reverse commence in the first or left-hand
top quarter.

There is a beaded circle on both obverse and reverse of all
these coins.

1642 .

Obverses.

A. Mint-mark, plume with t wo pellets ( ) each side, the large
horse attributed to Rawlins, arms beneath, plume behind the King's
back. Legend, CAROLVS : D : G : MAG : BRIT: FRA : ET : HIBER : REX
(Plate I , 1),. This is found with reverse 1. Hawkins No. 4.

--B. Mint-mark, plume . Shrewsbury horse t rampling on arms
amongst- which is a cannon; plume behind King's back. Legend,
CAROLVS : D: G : MAGNI: BRITANI: FRAN : ET : HIB: REX (Plate 1,2).
This is found with reverse 2. H awkins No. 2 .

C. Mint-mark, plume with two pellets (:) to left . Similar to
B, but there is no cannon amongst the arms and the plume is behind
the King's head. Legend, CAROLVS : D : G : MAGNI : BRITANI :
FRANC : ET: HIBER : REX (Plate I, 3). This is found with reverse 2 .

H awkins No . 1. .

D . Mint-mark, plume. Similar to C, but the exerg ue beneath
t he arms is chequered. Legend, CAROLVS : D : G : MAGNI : BRIT:
FRAN : ET : HIB : REX. H awkins No. 3. (Plate I , 4.) This is
found with reverse 2 .

R everses.

1. Shrewsbury Reverse 4. Mint-mark, five pellets (: . :) . No
pellets by value xx; three fat .Shrewsbury plumes ; declaration in
two lines, RELIG : PROT: LEG/ANGL : LIBER : PAR; 1642. Legend,
EXVRGAT· DEVS . INIMICI . DIS SIPENTVR (Plate I , 5). This is
found with obverse A. H awkins No. 4.

2 . Mint-mark, seven pellet s (.:.:.). P ellet each side of value;
three plumes; RELIG· PROT · LEG ; ANG . LIBER . PAR 1642 ; two
pellets (: ) between words of legend. Hawkins No. 1. This is found
with obverses B, C, and D. ~
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1643.
Obverses.

A. Same as A, 1642 (Plate 1,1). Hawkins No. 5. This is
found with reverse 2.

B. Same as B, 1642 (Plate I, 2). Hawkins No. 6. This is
found with reverse 1.

C. Mint-mark, plume. Briot's horse with arms beneath,
plume behind King's back. Legend, CAROLVS : D : G : MAGNI :
BRIT: FRAN : ET : HIB : REX (Plate I, 6). This is found with
reverse 2. This belongs to the second or intermediate period.

Reverses.

1. Same as 2, 1642, except that the figure 2 III the date has
been altered to 3 (Plate I, 7). Hawkins No. 6. This is found with
obverse B.

2 . Same as I, except that the 3 of the date is not an altered
figure. Hawkins No. 5. This is found with obverses A and C.

1644.
Obverse.

A. Same as A of 1642 and 1643 (Plate I, I) . Hawkins No. 7.

R everse'.

I. No mint-mark. Large single plume; pellet each side of
date declaration in three lines, RELIG : PROT/ : LEG : ANG : /LIBER :
PAR-all within a cartouche ornamented with a lion's head ; i 644
OX. Legend in small letters, a pellet at commencement and end
and a billet or oblong stop between the words (Plate I, 8). Hawkins

No. 7.
HALF-POUNDS.

The half-pounds are few in number· and consist of one obverse
and three reverse dies for the two years in which t hey were issued,

1642 and 1643, first period. The obverse die corresponds t o the
pound 1642 C ; the arms beneath the horse are not so numerous
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and the plume behind the King is somewhat lower in the field.
In like manner the reverse corresponds with those of the pounds
except that the va lue is .x instead of xx . There is a coin purporting
t o be a half-pound of r 644, but this is a fake. It has an appearance
as if the cent re of an ordinary half-pound has been erased and a copy
of the horseman with a view 'of Oxford, as on the crown of that date
r644 A (Plate II, 20) had be en inserted and an additional pellet
added to the one on the left of the mint-mark plume. In lik e manner
't he date ' on the reverse, r642, the figur e 2 has been erased and
: r644 : OXON substituted.

r642.

Obverse.

A. Mint-mark, plume with pellet t o left. Shrewsbury horse
with alms beneath ; plume behind King's neck. Legend, CAROLVS :

D : G: MAGN : BRIT: FRAN: ET: HIB: REX·(Plate II, 9). H awkins.
This is found with reverses r and 2.

Reverses.

r. Shrewsbury. R everse 3. Mint-mark t wo pell~ts (:). Value
with pellet each side and three thin Shrewsbury plumes. Declar a
tion in two lin es, RELI G : PROT . LEG / ANG . LIBER . PAR · r 642 ;
two pellets between words of .t he legend (Plate II, i o).

2. Mint-mark, seven pellets (. :. :.) . Similar to No . r , but t he
.plumes are those of Oxford, and there are two pellet s between words
of Declaration (Plate II). H awkins No . I.

r 643··

Obverse.

A. Same as r 642 'A (Plate II, 9).

Reverse.

r . Mint-mark, four pellets (.:. ). Otherwise similar to reverse ,
r 642, 2, but the date r643 (Plate II, r z). H awkins No. 2.
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CROWNS .

The authorities did not trouble themselves . much about the
crowns, as they continued to use the Shrewsbury obverse die .B,
but in 1643, first period, they int roduced a new one brought up to

. date. The reverse dies are simil ar to those of. the half-pounds,
with the value .v instead of x .

In 1644 a few crowns were struck of a very ornate character.
This die is by Rawlins and is generally known as the Oxford crown;

1642 .

Obverse.

A. Shrewsbury obverse B. Mint-mark, one.pellet . Shrewsbury
horse with- lin e underneath; thin Shrewsbury plume behind.
Legend, CAROLVS : D :.G : MAG : BRIT. FRAN . ET . HIBER. REX.
Hawkins No. 1-481 (Plate Il, 13) .

R everses.

1. Mint -mark, two pellets ( ,: ). Pellet each side of value; three
plumes. Declaration in two lines, RELIG : PROT : LEG / ANG :
LIBER : ~AR. 1642. Two pellets between words of legend
(Plate Il, 14). Hawkins No. 1-481.

2 . Mint-mark, four pellets (. :.); otherwise similar to reverse I

(Plate n, IS) :

1643 .

Obverses.

A. Sam e as 1642 A (Plate l I , 13). Thi s is found with reverses 2

and 3.
B. Mint-mark, plume. Early Oxford horse, with near hind leg

raised ; ground with grass beneath; plume behind Kin g. Legend,
CAROLVS : D : G: MAG :.BRIT: FRAN: ET: HI: H.EX (Plat e Il , 16).
Hawkin s No . 3. This is found with reverses I and 3..
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R everses.

1. Mint-mark, four pellets (.:.) ; otherwise similar to 1642,
but dated 1643. This is found with obverse B (Burstall sale,
October, 1912 ; lot 182).

2. Mint-mark, five pellets (:••); but the fifth pellet is missing;
otherwise similar to 1642; dated 1643 (Plate II, 17). This is
found with obverse A.

3. Mint-mark, seven pellets (.:.:.) . Otherwise similar to 1642,
but date 1643 (Plate II, 18). This is found with obverses A and B.
Hawkins No. 2 .

1644.
·Obverse.

A. Mint-mark, floriated cross, or, rather , a pellet with four
florets issuing from the edge . Large horse like that on t he pound,
]:644 A ; a view of the city from the Banbury road with its name
OXON beneath it and R , the artist's initial, behind 'the ' horse's
tail. No plume behind King. Legend, CAROLVS : D : G : MAG: BRIT :
FRAN : ET : HIBER· REX. Lozenge stops, lat est lettering (Plate II, 19) .
Hawkins No. 4. B. M.

R everse.

r . No mint-mark. Value and three plumes; floral scrolls
instead of lin es above and below declaration , RELIG • PROT •

LEG / ANG • LIBER • PARL; lozenge stops; 1644 in script figures;
OXON, floral decoration between the words of the legend (Plate I~, 20 ).

Hawkins No. 4. Ruding xxiv, i.

HALF-CROWNS.

H alf-crowns appear to form the largest bulk of the coins struck .
Below I enumerate between 90 and lOO varie ties of these, and
there must be others that I have not yet come across which will turn
up from time to time, and it can be taken as a moderate estimate that
of these there are over one hundred dies in all . In this denomination
there are found the greatest examples of that promiscuous and casual
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use of the dies t o which I have already drawn attention, namely, 1644 C
is found with at least t en different reverses , and 1643 H with seven .
In 1643 there are no less than eleven obverse and twenty-eight
reverse dies, while in 1644 there are respectively seven and twenty.

r642 .

Probably the first half-crowns were struck from dies brought
from Shrewsbury, but new reverses must have been quickly made,
for they are found with the D and F obverses of Shrewsbury. The
only alteration is in the form of the plume, a new iron being made
for the purpose ; on the obverse, however, this new plume was used

.also as a mint-mark. As an exception to the rule there are more
obverses than reverses, the numbers being respectively seven and
five.

Obverses.

A. Shrewsbury obverse « D." Mint-mark, two pellet s (00),
Shrewsbury horse, with line below and Shrewsbury plume behind.
Legend, CAROLVS . D : G : MAG : BR : FRAN : ET . HIB : REX. The
point of the sword divides the pellet s of the mint-mark. Found with
reverse 2 (Plate Ill, 21). . .

B. Shrewsbury obverse " F." Mint-mark, plume without coronet
or bands, with two pellets (:) to the left, Shrewsbury horse, line
below, no plume behind. Legend, CAROLVS: D : G : MAG : BRIT:
FR : ET : HIB : REX: (Plate Ill, 22) . Hawkins No . 2. F ound
with reverses 2 and 4.

As all the Oxford obverses have a plume behind the kin g, no
remark about it will be made.

C. Mint-mark, plume. Shrewsbury horse, line below. Legend,
CAROLVS: D : G: MAG: BR: FR : ET: HIBER: REX (Plate Ill, 23) .
Found with reverses 1 , 2, 3 and 5 (B.M.).

D . Mint-mark, plume with two pellet s to left and one to right.
Differs from " C " by having BRI : and HIB : in legend (Plate Ill , 24).
There are two dies. F ound with reverses 2 and 3.

E. Mint-mark, plume. Differs from « C" by having BRIT:

and HIB : in legend (Plate Ill, 25) . Found with reverse 3.
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F . -Min t-mark , plume. Shrewsbury horse, noline below. Legend,
CAROLVS: D : G: MAG : BRIT: FRAN :.ET : HI: REX (Plate HI, 26).
H awkin s No. 1. Found with reverse 3.

. .G. Mint-mark, fat Shrewsbury plume: Differs from " F " in
having BR : FR: in legend. A different puncheon for the horse has
been used , and the off hind leg breaks through the inner circle. The
plume behind is of t he Oxford pattern (Plate IH, 27). F ound
with reverse '3.

R everses.

As all the reverses have three plumes and a line above and below
the Declaration only peculi arities will be remarked . ,

1. Shrewsbury, reverse " 6." Mint-mark, four pellets (.:.).
Three thin " Shrewsbury plumes. Declaration, RELIG· PROT .
LEG j ANG . LIBER . PAR r 642. P ellet between the words of · the
legend. Found with obverse ·c (Plate HI, 28).

" 2 . Mint-mark, . t wo pellet s (:) . Declaration , RELIG· PROT .

LEG j ANG . LIBER . PAR r 642. Pellet between ·the words of the
legend' (Plate Hr,' 29). ' F ound' with obverses A, 'B, C and D.

3. Mint-mark, t wo pellet s (:). Declaration , RELIG : PROT :
LEG j ANG : LI BER : PAR r 642. Two pellets between the words
of the legend (Plate IH, 30) . There are three dies, one having a
blundered P in PAR. F ound with obverses C, D , E, F and G.. . "

. 4. Mint -mark, t wo pellet s (t). Declaration, RELIG. PROT .

LEG j ANG . LIBER . PAR r642 . Two pellets ' between . the words
of the legend, which ends INIMI (Plate IH, 3r). H awkins No . 2.

F ound with obverse B.
5. Mint-mark, four pellets (.:. ). Declaration, RELIG· PRO·

'LEGjANG ·· LIBER . PAR r 642. Two pellets between the words of
the legend (Pla te IH, 3~) . F ound with obverse C (B. "M.).

r 643·

In this year there was a very large issue and all the t hree periods
are well represented, which may account for the great number of
dies made use of.
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Half-Crowns.

Obverses.

First Period.

Apparently none of the obverse dies of 1642 ~as used, as I have
not come across any of them with a reverse of this year. The horse,
as before observed, is changed; it now has its off hind leg rais ed
instead of the near hind. All these coins have a plume behind the
King.

A. Mint - mark, plume, no line under horse. Legend ;
CAROLVS : D : G : MAG: BRIT: FR: ET: HIB: REX (Plate HI, 33).
Hawkins No . 5A. Found with reverse 2 (W. S. Lincoln), 3, 7, 9, 15
and 16 (A. H . Baldwin).

B . Mint-mark, plume. As" A," but with the letter A below
the horse (Plate IH, 34)'. Fo und with . reverse 3 (Hamilton Smith
Sale, Plate IV, 89). I am unable to prop ose any explanat ion of
this A.

C. Mint-mark, plume, as "A," but HI: in the legend.
Hawkins No. 5. Found with reverse 4.

. D . As "C" but with pellet t o the left of the mint-mark
(Pla te IH, 35). F ound wit h 3 and 5 (B. M.).

E. Mint-mark, plume. Lin e under horse. Legend, CAROLVS :

D : G :.lVIAG : BR IT : F:R : ET : HI: REX (Plate IV, 36). F ound with
reverses I and 2 .

F . Mint-mark, pellet . Line under horse. Legend, CAROLVS:

D : G: MAG : BRIT: FH. : ET : HIB : REX (Plat e IV, 37). H awkins
No. 4. . F ound with reverses 8, 10, II , .12 and 13.

This die was used at Brist ol, as it is found with two reverses of
that Min t , and all the reverse dies it is muled with are st rongly of the
Bristol type as regards lettering, plumes and Declaration , viz . : 8, 10,
II , 12 and 13. This was probab ly the last of the early dies, or it
may be that of the first Brist ol.

G. Mint-mark pellet . Similar to "F " but with HI : in legend .
H awkins No. 3. F ound with reverses 2, 4 and 6.
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1. Mint-mark, two pellets ( : ). Three even plumes. Declaration,
RELIG : PROT : LEG / ANG : LIBER : PA 1643. One pellet between
the words of the legend (Plate IV, 42). There are two dies, one of
which is in t ermediat e, but probably both are . Found with obverses
E and 1.

2 . Mint-mark, two pellets (:). Similar to " I ," but has PAR in
Declaration . There are three dies of this: Found with obverses
A (VV. S. Lincoln), E, F and G.

3.-Mint-mark, two pellets (:) . Similar to "2, " but has two
pellets between the words of the legend (Plate IV, 43). There
are two -dies. Found with obverses A, B (Hamilton Smith Sale,
Plate IV, 89) and D.

4- Mint-mark, four large irregular-shaped pellets (0:0) . Three
even plumes. Declaration, RELIG : PROT: LEG / ANG : LIBER: PAR
1643. Large pellet between the words of the legend. Found with
obverses C and G.

5. Mint-mark, four pellets. Three even plumes. Declaration,
RELIG: PROT : LEG / ANG: LIBER : PAR 1643. Two pellets between
the words of the legend (Plate IV, 44). Found with obverse D (B.M.).

6. Mint-mark, four small pellets (0:0) . Three even plumes.
Declaration in large letters , RELIG : PRO: LEG / ANG : LIBER : PA :

1643 ; pellet between the words of the legend. The dots composing
the inner circle are very small. Found with obverse G.

7. Mint-mark, five pellets (:0:). Otherwise as " 5 " (Plate IV,
45). Found with obverse A.

Nos. 8, 9 and 10 have a very strong resemblance to the early
Bristol half-crowns, having the same arrangement of the Declaration,
with very similar plumes and lettering.

8. Mint-mark, four wedge-shaped pellets (~~) . Three large
plumes. Declaration, RELIG : PRO / LE : AN : LI: PA 1643. Wedge
shaped pellet between the words of the legend, two of these pellets
instead of S in DEVS (Plate IV, 46). Found with obverse F .

9. Similar to " 8," but PROT· in Declaration and two pellets
between words of legend, DEVS. Found wit h obve rse A.
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IO. Mint-mark, five pellets (. : . ?) (obliterated in my specimen).
Three large plumes. Declaration , RELIG : / PRO : LE : AN :.LI : PA.:
I643 . Two pellets between the words of the legend. Found with
obverse F .

Nos. II, I2, and I3 have the same features as Nos. 8 to ro,
but the plumes are very m uch coarser and squarer in shape.

II . Mint-mark, four pellets (.:.). Three large square plumes.
Declaration, RELIG : PROT : / LE : AN : LIB: PA I643 . Pellet between
the words of the legend . Found with obverse F.

I2. Similar to " II ," but four pellets after PROT in Declaration
(Plate IV, 47). Found with obverse F (B. M.).

I3. Mint-mark obliterated . Similar to "I2," but no line above
or below Declaration, which reads PA· . Hawkins No . 7-49I
(Plate IV, 48) . Found with obverse F (B. M.).

It will be noticed with regard to the above six reverses that,
with the exception of 9, they are all found with obverse F, which
was used at Bristol, and also have the abbreviations of the words
of the Declaration as found on the half-crowns of that Mint.

I4. Mint-mark, four pellets (.:.). Three broad square plumes
with the ornaments of the coronet well marked . Declaration,
RELIG : PROT : LEG / ANG : LIBER: PAR I 643. Pellet between the
words of the legend (Plate IX, I 7I). Found with obverse A
(G. Hamilton Smith) .

This has a strong resemblance to Nos . II, I2 and I3, but has
the correct Oxford Declaration.

The next two NO :3 ., IS and I6, are peculiar. They have Shrews
bury plumes of the roughest description ; the rest of the work is
correspondingly coarse, and th ey have the appearance of being the
first productions of an apprentice. At the first look they might be
taken for forg eries, but both are apparently of good silver, and
obverses are evidently from the official dies.

IS . Mint-mark tf-+, as if three I irons had been used to form
an H. Three rough Shrewsbury plumes. A line above and below the
first line and one below second of Declaration, RELIG PROT LE/ANG
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LIB PAR. No stops between words of the Declaration or legend
(Plate IV, 49). Found with obverse A.

16. Mint-mark, five pellets Ho) . Plumes as on "5." Declara
tio n, RELIG PROT LE / ANG LIBER PAR 1643. Two pellets between
the words of the legend. Found with obverse A (A. H. Baldwin) .

Intermediate.

The reverses differ from those of the first period in having the
Declaration in larger letters, and ending PA. On one a large central
plume, so common on those of the next year, 1644, appears.

_ 17. Mint-mark, one pellet . Three even plumes. Decla ration,
RELIG . PRO · LE / ANG . LIBER . PA 1643. Pellet between the
words of the legend. F ound with obverse H.

18. Mint-mark, five pellets (:0:). Otherwise as t c 17," but two
pellets between the words of the Declaration except LIBER. Found
with obverse H.

19. Mint-mark, five pellets Ho). Three even plumes. Declara
ti on, RELIG : PRO : LE / ANG LIBER PA : 1643 (small figure I). Pellet
between the words of the legend. Found with obverses Hand K.

2 0 . Mint-mark, five pellets C"": ). Differs from "19 " in the
Declar ation , RELIG : PRO: LE / ANG : LIBER : PA : F ound with
obve rse H (Plate IV , 50).

2 1. Mint-mark, five pellet s Ho) . Three even plumes. _Decla-
rat ion, RELIG: PRO : LE / ANG : LIBER . PA 1643. Two pellet s
betw een the words of the legend. Found with obverse H .

2 2 . Mint-mark, four pellets (0:0). Large central plume. Decla
ration, RELIG : PRO: LE / ANG : LIBER : PA 1643. Pellet between
the words of the legend (Plate IV, SI) . Found with obverses
H and I (W. S. Lincoln).

Last Period .

. These reverses have OX below the date and the -peculiar R
of this period .. and with two except ions have the large central plume.

L
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The figur e r in the date is in script, and LI B is subst it uted ·for
LIBER in the Declaration.

23 . Mint-mark, rosette at the top. Three even plumes.
Declaration, RELI . PRO· LEG / ANG . LIB· PAR (the. 0 of PRO has
the appearan ce of having been put in as an afte rthought ) r 643 OX.
The legend commences at the top instead of, as usual, on the left ,
and has a rosette between the words (Plate IV, 52). F ound with
obverses .H, I H awkins No. II, Snelling XII - 5 and J
(Miss H . F arquhar) .

24 . Mint-mark, rosette with two pellet (:) to left. Three even
plumes. Declaration RELI . PRO · LE / ANG . LIB· PAR r643 OX.
Ros ette between the words of the legend (Plate IV, 53). Found
with obverse 1.

25. Mint-mark, rosette. Large central plume. Declaration,
RELIG . PRO· LE / ANG . LIB· PAR r 643 OX. Pellet between t he
words of the Declaration . Found wit h obverse J.

26 . R osette with pellet each side . Large central plum e.
Declaration , RELIG· PRO· LE / ANG . LIB · PAR .r 643 OX. Pellet
between the words of the Legend. (Plates IV, 54.) F ound with
obverses J and K.

27. Rosette wit h two pellets (:) each side . Large central
plume . Declaration, RELI . PROT . LE ! ANG . LIB· PAR r 643 OX.
Rosette (? ) stops between the words of the legend. F oun d with
obverse J.

28. Mint-mark, pellet similar to " 27," except that there are no
pellets between the words of the Declaration, but there are pellets
between the words of the legend. Found with.obverses I , J and K
(Hamilton Smith Sale, Plate IV, 92).

. 29. Mint-mark, pellet. Large central plume. Declaration ,
RELIG . PRO · LE / ANG . LIB · PAR r643. Rosette each side of
OX (Plate IV, 55). Found with obverses J and K (Miss H.
F arquhar) .

r644·

, The. half-crowns were freely struck during this year. One
feat ure requires attention, namely, the introduction of the lozenge
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both as a mint-mark and as a stop. This, as it appears on so many
of his coins, I attribute to the influence of Briot, who was, I believe,
at Oxford during 1644. Rawlins was also partial to this form of
stops, so doubtless he had something to do with its selection. The
use of the peculiar R was continued.

Obverses.

The obverses are similar to those of the last period of 1643 .

Towards the .end of the year the figur e of the King was made
larger.

A. Mint-mark, rosette with pellet to left . This is the same die
as 1643 J (Plate IV, 40) . Found with reverse IT.

B. Mint-mark, rosette and plume with two pellets (:) to the left
of the former. This is the same die as 1643 K (Plate IV, 41) .
Found with reverses 9 and 12 .

C. Mint-mark, plume with · pellet to left . This differs from
1643 I in the lettering and the ground being plain, instead of with
grass . There are at least two dies of this , one having tw o pellets
afte r CAROLVS and ET. H awkins No . 14 (Plate V, 56) . Fo und
with reverses 2, 3, 4, 8, IS , 16 , 17, 18 , 19 and 20 (B. M.).

D . Mint-mark, plume with two pellets (:) each side. Otherwise
like (( C" (Plate V, 57). Found with reverse 10 (B. M.).

E. Mint-mark, small Shrewsbury plume with pellet to left,
grass under horse. Legend, CAROLVS . D : G : lVIAG : BR : FR : ET·
RIB: REX . (Plate V, 58). Found with reverses 5, 6, 8 and 14 .

F . Mint-mark, plume.. Large horse and plain ground . Legend,
CAROLVS . D : G : lVIAG : BR : FR : ET . RIBER : REX (Plate V, 59).
Found with reverses 8 and 18 (Thorpe Sale, Lot 247).

G. Mint -mark, sm all Shrewsbury plume with lozenge to left.
Large horse and rocky ground . Legend, CAROLVS • D : G : MAG :
BR : FR :ET • RIB: REX • . Lozenge stops (Plate V, 60) . Found
with reverses I, 6, 7 and 13.

L 2
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R everses.

The reverses are of the same t ype as the last period of r643.
With the' except ion of two, they all have the large cent ral plume,
On two the side plume is a small Shrewsbury one, and all have OX.
Some have the date in script figures.

1. Mint-mark, lozenge, with two pellet s each side. Three
even ,plumes . Declaration, RELI· PRO · LE / ANG · LIB · PA r644
in small figures, lozenge each side of OX and between the 'words
of the legend (Plate V, 6r). Found with obverse G.

2 . Mint-mark, five pellets (:.: ) very close together. Three
even plumes. Declaration , RELIG : PRO: LE / ANG : LIB: PAR
r644 in small figures, OX. Pellet between the words of the legend .
Hawkins No. rz (Plate V; 62). Found with obverse C.

3. Mint-mark, billet or an oblong stop . Large cent ral plume.
Declaration, RELIG: PRO: LEG / ANG : LIB: PAR r644 ' in small
figures, OX. Billet , as on. the pound, between the words of the
legend (Plate V, 63). Found with obverse C.

4. Mint-mark, billet , with two pellet s (:) each side. Large
central plume. Declaration RELIG: PRO: LE / ANG : LIB : PAR
r644 in sm all figures , OX. Billet each side of date and OX, also
between the words ofthe legend (Plate V, 64). F ound with obverse C.

5. Mint-mark, lozenge. Large central plume. Declaration,
RELI . PRO · LE/ANG . LIB · PA r644 in small figures, OX. Lozenge
both sides of plumes, date and OX, also between the words of the
legend (Plate V~ 65). Found with obverse E .

6. Mint-mark, lozenge with two pellets (:) each side. Large
central plume, Declaration , RELIG. PRO. LE / ANG • LIB. PAR

(lozenge stops) r644 OX . Lozenge both sides of plumes, date
and OX. Also between the words of the legend (Plate V, 66).

, ,

Found with obverses E and G.
7. Mint-mark, four lozenges (.:.) with one to the left . Large

central plume. Declaration, RELIG· PRO · LE / ANG . LIB· PAR
r644 in small figures, OX. Lozenge both sides of plume, date and OX,
also between the words of the legend (Plate V, 67). Found
with obverse G.
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8. Mint-mark, five lozenges (:.:L otherwise similar to "7"
(Plate V, 68). Found with obverses C, E and F .

9. Mint-mark, rosette. Large cen t ral plume. Declaration ,
RELIG . PRO· LE / ANG . LI B . PAR 1644 in small figures, OX.
Pellet both sides of plumes, and Shrewsbury plume each side of date.
Lozenge between the words of t he legend (Plate V, 69). Found
with obverse B.

10. Mint-mark, rosette or large pellet . Large cen tral plume.
Declaration, RELIG· PRO . LE / ANG . LI B . PAR 1644 in large
scrip t figures, OX. Pellet each side of OX and between the words of
the legend (Plate V, 70). H awkins No . 20. F ound with obve rse D
(B. M.).

11. Mint-mark, rosette with two pellets each side . Large
cent ral plume . Declaration , RELIG · PRO · LE / ANG . LIB · PAR
1644 in large figures, ox . Pe llet bet ween the words of the legend.
Found with obve rse A.

1 2. Mint-mark, rosette with two pellets each side. Simila r to
" 11," but has a rosette on each side of plumes, date-which is in
large figures- and OX (Plate V, 7r) . Found wit h obverse B.

13. Mint -mark, pellet . Large cent ral plume. Declaration,
RELIG PRO LE / ANG LI B PAR, no sto ps, 1644 in small figures,
ox. Pellet each side of plumes, date and OX, also between the
words of the legend (Plate V, 72) . F oun d with obve rse G.

14. Mint-mark, pellet. This differs from " 13 " in havin g a
pellet between the words of the Declar ation, and the legend com
mences higher up on the left of the coin . Found with o bverse E .

15. Mint-mark, lozenge. Large central plume. Declaration ,
RELIG . PROT . LE G / ANG . LIBER . PAR r644 in large script
figures, ox. Lozenge both sides of plumes, date and OX, also
between the words of the legend. Found with obverse C.

16. Mint-mark, five pellets (: . :) . Large central plume. Declara
tion , RELIG : PRO· LE / ANG :.LI BER : PA · 1644 in script figures,
OX in small letters. Pellet bet ween the words of the legend.
Hawkins No. 18. Found with obverse C.
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17 . Mint-mark, pellet. Large cent ral plume. Declaration ,
RELI . PRO · LE / ANG . LI B· PA 1644 in script figures, OX. Pellet
each side of plumes, date and OX, also between the words of the
legend. The reverse illustrated in the Handbook of the ' Coins of
Great B ritain and Ireland, Pl ate XXVI, 634. The Declaration
ends PA. F ound with obverse C.

18. Mint -mark, pellet. As" 17, " but no pellet each side of plumes
(Plate V, 73) . F ound with obverses C and F (Thorpe Sale, Lot 247).

19. Mint -mark, rosette with two lozenges meach side. Large
central plume with a small Shrewsbury one each side . Declaration ,
RELIG : PROT : LE : / ANG : LI B: PARL·. 1644 in script figures, OX.
Lozenge both sides of plumes, date and OX, also between the words
of the legend (Plate V, 74). H awkins No. 17-493. Found with
obverse C.

As this script form of date was used by Rawlins on the" Oxford"
crown A I of 1644, the dies Nos. 15 to 19 may have been engraved
by him.

2 0. Mint-mark, Shrewsbury plume with two pellets (:) t o left.
Large cent ra l plume, with a small Shrewsbury one each side. Decla
ration, RELI · PRO· LE ./ ANG . LIB· PA 1644 in small figures, OX.
Shrewsbury plume each side of date, pellet each side of OX

and between the words of the legend (Plate V, 75). Found with
obverse C (B. M.).

1645.

There wa s a great reduction in the issue of half-crowns during
this year and a falling-off in artistic work on the dies.

Obverses.

The large horse is continued, but I S very much coarser in
appearance.

A. Mint-mark, plume with pellet to left (Plate V, 56 ). The
same as 1644 " C." There are two dies. Found with reverses 3.

H awkins No . 21-4,5 and 9 and Ruding Sup. V, 18 .,
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B. Mint-mark, plume, lozenge (?) to left. Large horse, with plain
ground . Legend, CAROLVS . D : G : MAG : BRIT : FRAN : ET . 'H I :
.RE X. F ound with reverse 1.

C. Mint-mark, plume, pellet t o left . Large horse, with plain
ground. Legend, CAROLVS . D : G : MAG : BRI : FRA : ET . HI : REX.
Hawkins No. 23 (Plate VI, 76). Found with reverses r and 4 (Miss
H. F arquhar).

D . Mint-mark, plume, pellet t o right. Large horse, lumpy
ground . Legend, CAROLVS . D : G : MAG: BRIT: FRA : ET . HI : REX.
(Plate VI, 77). F ound with reverse 1.

E . Mint-mark, plume, with pellet to right. Large hors e, pebbly
ground . Legend" CAROL VS D ~ G ~ MAG ~ BRI ~ FRA . ET . HI . REX.
(Plat e VI, 78). F ound wit h reverses 6 and 7 (B. lVI.) .

F. Mint -mark, plume, with pellet to right. Similar to "E"
but of coarser work, especially the horse, and the ground under
it has coarse grass. H awkins, No. 23 (Plate VI , 85 ). Found with
reverses 2 and 7.

G. -Mint -mark, plume, with pellet each side. Large horse with
grass. Legend, · CAROLVS . D . G . MAG . BRI . FRAN· ET . HI .

REX. (Plate VI, 79). F ound with reverse 8 .

Reverses.

The design of the three even-sized plumes was reverted to :-

1. Mint-mark, rosette. Three plumes. Declaration, RELIG

PRO LEG ANG LIBER PAR, no stops, r 64S in small figur es, OX
in small letters. Rosette between the words of the legend, which
reads DEVS DEVS (sic) (Plate VI , 80). Fo und with obverses B, C
and D.

2. Mint-mark , rosette. . Similar to" I," but the date is in large
figur es and OX in large letters ; and the legend reads correctly. ' The
work is coarse (Plate VI , 8r) . Found with obverse F.

3. Mint-mark, rosette , with two pellets (:) each side. Three
plumes . Declaration, RELIG: PRO : LEG / ANG: LIBER : PAR r645 OX.
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Pellet between the words of the legend. Found with obverse A.
-H awkinsNovzr .

4. Mint-mark, five pellet s (:.:). Three plumes. Declaration ,
RELIG : PRO: LE: / ANG : LIB: PAR r 645 OX ; . pellet between t he
words of the legend: the date on this coin is in smaller figures. There

.Cl:re two dies. F ound with obverses A and C (Miss H. F arquhar) .
. 5. Mint-mark, five pellet s (:.:). Differs from" 4 " by having

LEG and PAR: in the Declaration. (Plate VI, 82.) F ound wit h
obverse A.

· , , 6. Mint-mark,five pellets (: . :). Differs from " 4 " by having
LEG and no stops in the Declaration ,and the figures of the date wide
apart. Found with obverse E.

7. Mint-mark, five pellet s. Differs from " 5 " by having no (:)
after PAR in the Declaration nor a pellet each side of date and OX.

"(Plat e VI, 83.) Hawkins, No . 23. Fo und with E (B. lVI.)· and F.
, 8.,' Mint-mark, pellet . Three plumes. Declaration, RELI G:

· PRO: LEG / ANG : LIBER : PAR 1645 OX. Pellet between the words
of the legend. (Plate VI, 84.) Found wit h obverse G.

g. Mint-mark, nil. Three plumes. Declaration, RELI G PRO :
·LE / ANG : LIB: PAR r 645 OX. Pellet each side of OX' and between
the words of the legend. H awkins, No. 22. F ound with obverse A.
Ruding Sup. V.-r8. Snelling XII. - 8.

r 646.

The half-crowns of this year are similar to those of r645 and of
, the same coarse work. Notwithstanding the few months-practically
' t wo, April and May- of its life, there al-e a fair variety of dies.

Obverses.

' A . Mint-mark, plume with pellet t o right. This is the same die
as r645 F. (Plate VI, 85.) Found with reverse I.

B. ' Mint-mark, plume. .Large horse, .on .a pebbly ground.
L~g~nd,CAROLVS· · D:G ·: MAG: BRIT.:FRAN .: ET· HIB : ,REX.
(PJateVI,86.) Found with reverses r, 2=(Spink & Son), 3' and 4.' .
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C. Mint-mark, plume with pellet t o left . Large horse with long
legs, on pebbly ground . Legend, CAROLVS· D : G : MAG : BRIT:
FRAN: ET · RIB: REX. (Plate VI, 87.) F ound with reverses I, z, 3
(Cumberland Clark Sale, Lot ISO), 4 (Spink & Son) .

Reverses.

Several new features appear, on some, three pellets or annulets
are placed between the plumes and figures of the date. The legend
on two commences on the right of the coin and not on the left as
usual. The letter L is h ardly distinguishabl e from an 1.

I. Mint-mark, five pellets ( :.: ). Three plumes. Declaration,
RELIG: PRO : LE G / ANG : LI BER : PAR 1646 OX. Pellet between
the words of the legend. (Plate VI , 88.) F ound with obverses A,
Band C.

z. Mint-mark five pellets ( . :.). Three plumes. Declaration,
RELIG . PRO· LE G / ANG . LIBER . PAR 1646 OX. A pellet outside
and bet ween plumes, figures of date and each side of OX. Legend,
EXVRGAT .:. DEVS . DISSIPE N . INIMISL (Plate VI, 8g.) F ound
with obverses B (Spink & Son) and C.

3. Mint-mark, on the right of the coin , five pellets ( .:.) . Three
plumes. Declaration , RELIG: PRO LE G / ANG : LIBER : PAR
1646 OX. A pellet outs ide and between plumes, figures of date and
each side of OX, also between t he words of the legend, which begins
on the right. (Plate VI, go.). F ound with B and C (Cumberland
Clark Sale, Lot ISO).

4. Min t-mark, on the righ t side of the coin, five pellets (.:. )
as " 3," but an annulet for the sto ps in Declar ation and for the pellet
about and between the plumes, date and OX. (Plate VI , gI .)
Found with Band C (Spink & Son).

SHILLINGS.

The shillings are well represented , bu t were not coined in
anything like such numbers or variet ies as the half-crowns. They
follow in general lines those of Shrewsbury and like other denomi
nations, the dies of Shrewsbury were undoubtedly used on the
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Mint's ' arrival at Oxford, for we find t he die" B" of the former,
.muled: with a reverse of the latter. The bust of the King on the
obverse is always in armour with the usual lace collar, and ' he is
crowned and facing to the left . The slight differences that occur
are hard to describe in writing, but can better be distinguished by
an illust ration . As the mint-mark is always a plume, it is omitted
in front of the bust. The mark of value, XII, is behind the head.

There is no leading feature in the shilling of the intermediate
period like the Briot horse in the larger pieces, but those of the
last period have the peculiar R. The Declaration on the reverse
is in three lin es.

1642.

Obverses.

With the exception of A the bust of the King is very well
executed and is a pleasing portrait .

A. Mint-mark, plume without bands or coronet. Bust as that
of the King on the Shrewsbury horse but much enlarged . Legend,
CAROLVS . D . G . MAG . BR . FR . ET : R IB· REX (Plate VI, 92).
This is the Shrewsbury obverse B, and is probably represented
in Snelling XI-24, and, if so, is Hawkins No . 2. Found with
reverse I (B. M.) and 2 .

B. Mint-mark, plume . A well-executed portrait of the King.
Legend, CAROLVS : D : G : MAG : BR : FR : ET : R IBER : REX.
Hawkins No . 1. . Found with reverses 3 and 4.

C. Mint-mark, plume. Similar to B, but RIB : in legend
(Plate VI, 93). Found with reverse 4.

D. Mint -mark, plume. Similar ' t o Band C, but RI : in
legend. Found with reverse 3 (B. M.). This is similar to one of the
half unites, with the except ion of the mark of value.

Reverses .

There is a st raight lin e above and below eac h line of the
Declaration, and the reverse is otherwise similar to the half-crowns.
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1. Mint-mark, pellet. Three plumes . Declaration, RELIG :

PROT / LEG : ANG / LIBER: PAR 1642. Two pellets between the
words of the legend (Plate VI , 94). Hawkins No . 1. Found with
obverse A (B. M.).

2 . Mint-mark, two pellets (:). Similar to No. I, but a single
pellet between words of Declaration and legend (Plate IX, 170).
F ound with obverse A.

3. Mint-mark, two pellets (:). Similar to " 1. " Found with
obverses Band D .

4- Mint-mark, two pellets (:). Similar t o " 2," but LEGI:

ANGL in Declaration (Plate VI, 95). Found with obverses' B
and C.

Obverses.

There are no less t han seven slight variations in the bust :-

A. Mint-mark, plume. This is the same die as 1642 "c "
(Plat e VI, 93). Found with reverseg.

B. Mint-mark, plume. The bust is coarse and is placed well
to the left of t he field. Legend, CAROLVS : D : G : MAG : BR : FR :
ET : HI : REX (Plate VII, 96). Found with reverses 2 and 4.

C. Mint-mark, plume. The bust is very like that on " B,"
but is in the cent re of the field. ' Legend the same as "B. " This
die is easily distinguished by a slight flaw above the cross of t he crown
and a segmental one on the inside of the inner circle above the
second I of XII . This obverse is only found with reverses of the
Bristol t ype, and it is also found muled with those of that city,
thus corresponding . wit h half-crown 1643 "F" (Plate VII , 97).
F ound with reverses 5 and 6.

D. Mint-mark, plume. Bust of finer work, but somewhat
larger, as it t ouches the inner circle both at top and bottom. Legend
as on "B." There are two dies, one of which was used t he following
year, 1644, and so may therefore be intermediate (Plate VII, 98),
F ound with reverses I, 2 , 3 (Miss H. Farquhar) and 7.
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E. Mint-mark, plume. Coarser bust, more like" B. '" Legend,
CAROLVS . D : G : MAG . BR . FR . ET . HI . REX. P ellet stops after
the words, except D : G: . F ound with reverse 8.

F. Mint-mark, plume. Finer bust than " E ," having the
edges of the lace collar well marked and with alternate pearls and
jewels on the band of the crown . Legend, CAROLVS : D : G : MAG :
BRIT: FR : ET : HI : REX. This must be .an early one, as the
C of CAROLVS has a chip out of it like on those of r642 and some
of the early half-crowns of r643 (Plat'e VII, 99). ' Found with
reverses 3 and 8.

Last Period.

G. Mint-mark, plume. The King's crown looks as if it had
had a bad fall and had been bent in. Legend, CAROLVS : D : G :
MAG : BR : FR : ET : HIB : REX. This has the peculiar R (Plate
VII, lOO). Found with .reverse 9.

R everses.

The reverses follow much the same lines as those of r642 , except
that three-s-a, 5 and 8-have not the two inner lines in the Declaration.
4 and 5 have three large plumes, 7 has three sm all Shrewsbury
plumes, and 8 the peculiar R . None have OX below the date.

,:i: . Mint-mark, pellet. Three even plumes. Declaration , RELIG :
PRO: ! LEG: ANG i] LIBER : PA . in large letters, with line above
and below LEG : ANG:" r 643. Two pellets between the words of the
legend' (Plate VII; IOr). Found with obverse D .

2 . Mint-mark, two pellets (:) . Three even plumes. Declara
tion, RELIG: PROT / LEG : ANG / LIBER : PAR with line above
and below LEG: ANG r642 . Pellet between the words of the legend
(Plate VII, r02). F ound with obverses Band D.
. 3. Mint-mark, t wo pellets (:) . Similar t o " 2'" but two
pellets. (:) between the words of the' legend. There are two dies.
Found with obverses A, D (Miss H . Farquhar) and F.

4. Mint-mark 'two ' pellet s (:)? Similar t o " 3 " but , two
pellet s (:) before LEG in the Declaration . F ound with obverse B.
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The next two correspond to " 8," " 9 " and" 10 " of the half
crowns of 1643, as they have the large plumes, and no line above and
below LE G ANG.

5. Mint-mark, two pellets (:) . Three very large plumes . Decla
ration, RELIG : PRO : .I LEG: ANG : I LIB : PARL : 1643. Pellet
between the words of the legend (Plate VII , 103). Found with
obverse C.

6. Mint-mark, four small pellets (.:.) . Three large plumes of
Bristol form. Declaration , RELIG: PRO / LEG : ANG : / LIB:
PAR: 1643 in smaller figur es. A wedge-shaped stop between the
words of the legend, which correspond to those of half-crown 8
(Plate VII, 104) . Found with obverse C.

These two reverses " 5 " and " 6 " correspond in like manner to
those on the coins of Bristol as " 8," " 9 " and " 10 " of the half
crowns do.

7. Mint-mark, four small pellet s (. :.) . Three even plumes.
Declaration , RELIG: PROT / LEG : ANG : / LIBER : PAR · with line
above and below LE G : ANG : 1643. Pellet between the words of
the legend (Plate VII, 105). F ound with obverse D.

8. Mint-mark, two pellets (:). Three sm all Shrewsbury plumes,
otherwise similar to 3 (Plate VII, 106). There are two dies.
F ound with obverses E and F .

Last Period .

9. Mint-mark, rosette with two pellet s (:) each side. Three even
plumes. Declaration , RELIG : PROT / LEGI : ANGLI : / LIBERT .
PARL 1643. Rosette between the words of the legend. This
reverse has the least abbreviated Declaration found on that of any
coin. Though there is no OX below the date, it must belong to the
latest period, as it has the peculiar R. In the mint-mark it corre
sponds with the half-crown " 26 " (Plate :VII, 107). Found with
obverse G.

1644.

The coins are similar to the latest type of 1643, and on some,
like the half-crowns, the stops are lozenges. There is not such a
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v ariet y of busts on the money used for circulation as in the previous
year. On the reverse, with two except ions, OX appears below the
date. This year several patterns were struck , two with the busts
facing the right.

Obverses.

A. Mint-mark, plume. The same die as 1643 " D " (Plate VII ,
g8). Found with reverse 5. (Miss H. Farquhar.)

B. Mint-mark, plume. The same die as 1643 " G " (Plate VII,
100). F ound with reverses 5 and 8. (B. M.)

C. Mint-mark, Shrewsbury plume. Bust. Legend, CAROLVS .

D: G: MAG : BR : FR : ET • HI : REX lozenge stops (Plate VII ,
108). F ound with reverses I , 4 and 7.

D . Mint-mark, Shrewsbury plume, with two lozenges mt o the
left . Bust like C. Legend, CAROLVS • D • G • MAG • BR • FR • ET •
HIBER. REX: lozenge sto ps . This die was used till the close
of the Mint in 1646 (Plate VII , 109). Found with I, 2 (B. 1\1.), 7 .
Hawkins No . 5-10 and IT.

E. Mint-mark, Shrewsbury plume, with lozenge to left. Bust
with R, the initial of Rawlins, the engraver, on the truncati on of the
arm. Legend, CAROLVS • D : G : MAG : BRI : FR : ET • HIB : REX.
Hawkins No . 8 where the bust is described as in figured armour ,
lion's head on shoulder piece, falling lace collar and scarf looped up
in front (Plate VII, no). Found with reverse 6.

This coin is generally considered a pattern, but Miss Farquhar
and the British Museum each have one, and these have evidently
been in circulation.

The next three are patterns .

F. Mint-mark, Shrewsbury plume, with lozenge each side.
Bust to left, as described by Hawkins, in figured armour, lion 's head
on shoulder piece, small plain collar and no scarf. Legend as on
E, but BR. for BRI and HI for HIB. Hawkins No. g-522 (Plat e
VII, Il l ) . Found with reverse g. (B. M.)

G. Mint-mark, Shrewsbury plume, with lozen ge to left. Bust to
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right in armour, with lion's head on shoulder piece, scarf looped up
in front , and plain collar ; the figures of value are retrograde, IlX.

Legend as on E , but BR for BRr. Hawkins N o. 30-523 (Plate VII,
112) . Found with reverse 3 (B. lVL).

H. Mint-mark, nil. Bust to right, which extends to the oute r
circle, i s similar to G, but the scarf covers the shoulder. No inner
circle. Legend commences at the King's right shoulder, CAROLVS .

D G . MAG : BR . F . ET . HI REX. H awkins No. II-524 (Plate VII,
II3). F ound with reverse 1 '2 (B. 1\1.) . This coin is 0 f small module.

R everses.

The reverses follow that of the last period of 1643, but, with
two exceptions, have OX below the date; a similarity of mint-marks
wit h those of the half-crowns will be notic ed.

1. Mint-mark, four lozenges (. : .) . Three even plumes. Declara
ti on, RELIG • PRO / LE G. ANGL / LIBER • PAR lozenge stops. 1644
in small figures, OX in small letters. A lozenge each side of
plumes, date and OX, also between the words of the legend.
H awkins No. 3 (Plate VII, II4). Found with obverses C and D.

2. Mint -mark, tw o lozenges m. Three even plumes . Declara
ti on, RELIG . PR . / LE G· ANGL / LIBER . PA · pellet stops, 1644
OX. Lozenge each side of plumes, date and OX also between
the words of the legend (Plate VII, IIS). Hawkins No. 4. F ound
with obverse D (B. M.), also on the gold unite, vide British Numis
matic ] ournal, vol. xi. Th e Gold Coinage at Oxford of Charles I
(Plate II , 5).

3. Mint-mark, a lozenge with two pellets (:) each side. Similar
to 1, except the Declaration reads RELIG. PRO / LEG. GAN. /
LIBER • PA. and there are no lozenges by ox (Plate VIII, II6).
Hawkins No. IO-523. Found with obverse G (B. M.). This is a
pattern.

4. Mint-mark, lozenge. Similar to No. 1 , but Declaration
RELIG. PROT / LEG. ANG • / LIBER • PAR. . 1644 in script figur es
(plate VIII, II7). Hawkins No . 7. Thiscorresponds to half-crown IS.
Folind with obverse C.
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As this die resembles Nos . 15 to Ig of t he half-crowns in work-:
manship, it may have been engrave d by Rawlins.

5. Mint-mark, rosette , with two pellets (:) each side. Three
even plumes. Declaration , RELIG: PROT / LEG : ANGL :' / LIBERT :
PAR 1644 in large figures. ox in large letters; pellet between
the words of the legend (Plate VIII, II8) . Found with A
(Miss H . Farquhar) and B. This corresponds with half-crown r r .

6. Mint-mark, rosette with lozenge each ' side . Three even
plumes with rosette each side. Legend; RELIG: PROT / LEG:
ANG : LIBER : PAR, two lozenges mfor stops, 1644 OX, a hori
zontal lozenge (+) both sid es of date ana. ox. A lozenge between the
words of the legend (Plate VIII, IIg). Hawkins No. 8. Found
with obverse E.

7. Mint-mark, two 'pellets ( :) . Three even plumes. Declara
tion, RELIG · PRO / . LEG · ANG . / LIBER . PAR 1044, 0 instead
of 6, ox, lozenge each side of plumes, date and ox. Two pellet s (: )
between the words of ' the legend (Plate VIII , 120) . Hawkins
No. 6. Found with obverses C and D (Hawkins No. 5).

8. Mint-mark, two pellets ( : ). Three even plumes. Declara
tion, RELIG· PRO · / LE G · ANGL . / LIBER . PAR 1644 in large
figures, ox is omitted. Pellet between the words of the legend
(Pl ate VIII, 121). Found with obverse B (B. M.). .

, g. Mint-mark, four lozenges '(. : . ). Plume, with a small Shrews
~ury one each side, a scroll, with a lozenge in the centre above and
below the 'declarat ion , RELIG: PRO: / .: LEG: ANG:. / LIBER:
PAR; lozenges for stops, 1644, ox. A lozenge between the words
of the legend . Hawkins No . g. Found with obverse F (B. M.)
(Plate VIII , 122) . This is a pattern.

10. Mint-mark, lozenge. 'Plume, with a small Shrewsbury one
each side. Declaration, RELIG PRO / LEG ANG / LIBER PAR,
apparently no stops, 1644 OX:' Lozenge each sideof plumes; date and
OX, also between the word'S of the legend. Found with obverse D. _

II . Mint-mark, a pellet . ' Three small . Shrewsbury plumes.
Declaration, RELIG PRO / LEG ANG / LIB . PAR, no stops, 1644 ox .
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Pellet between the words of the legend (Plate VIII , r23) . Hawkins
No . 1. Found with obverse D.

r z. Mint-mark, nil. No inner circle. Large plume rising from
a large coronet and extending to the outer circle. Declaration within
a cartouche, with a lion 's head at the top, RELIG PRO / LEG: ANG /
LIB: PAR r644, OX omitted. Pellet between the words of the legend,
which commences at the top at right of plum e (Plate VIII, r24).
Hawkins No. II-524. Found with obverse H (E. M.). This is a
pattern and of small module.

r645 ·

There was a very small issue of shill ings this year and also in
1646.

Obverse.

A. Mint-mark, Shrewsbury plume with two lozenges mto left .
The sam e die as r644 " D "( Plate VII, rag).

R everse.

1. Mint-mark (?). Three even plumes. Declaration, RELIG .

PROT / LEG· ANG / LIBER . PAR. r645 OX. (?) between the words
of the legend (E. M.).

r 646 .

Obverse.

A. Mint-mark, Shrewsbury plume with two lozenges m to
left. The same die as r644 " D " (Plate VII, 109).

R everses.

1. Mint-mark, fioriated cross , with annulets at each side .
Three small Shrewsbury plumes. Declaration, RELIG . PRO / LEGE·
ANG / LIB . PAR annulet stops, 1646 . Annulet between and each
side of plumes and figures of date, also between the words of the
legend ; three annulets below date (Plate VIII, 125).

M
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2. Mint-mark, pellet, or perhaps a badly formed lozenge. Three
sm all Shrewsbury plumes. Declaration , RELIG . PRO / LE GE· ANG /
LIB. PAR, a pellet or a badl y formed lozenge for sto p, 1. 6 '4 .6 ,
pellet between the figures. The same class of stop between the
'words of the legend (Plate VIII, 126). (F . A. Walters.)

SIXPE NCES .

There was a very small issue of sixpences, and it was pract ically
restricted to the years 1642 and 1643. There was an issue in 1644,
but it is exceedingly rare, and very few coins could have been struck,
as the authorit ies did not even have a special reverse die prepared, but
utilized one made for the groat . The obverse die used was the last
of the Aberystwith C, as found on the fifth sixpence. In 1643 and
1644 new obverse dies were execute d , which vary slightly from that
of 1642, but they were made with the same care and evidently with
the same iron s, and all have a like mint -mark, the open book.

Hawkins mentions a sixpence with the plume mint-mark as
being in the British Museum, but I fail ed to find it when inspecting
the coins of Oxford in that collection .

The design of the reverse, with the exceptio n of the one of 1644,
is similar to that of the shilling .

1642 .

Obverses.

A. Aberystwith obverse C. Mint-mark, open book with pellet
each sid e. Bust of the King to the left in armour with a lace
collar, crowned ; the cross ' of the crown cuts the inner circle.
Shrewsbury plume in front of face and mark' of value VI behind.
Legend, . CAROLVS : D : G : MAG : BRIT: FR : ET . HI: REX · (Plate
'VIII , 127) ' Hawkins No . 2 . .

. . B. Mint-mark, plume. Bust, as on the shilling ; otherwise
as A. Hawkins No. 1. ' Ruding XXIV, 5.
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Sixpences.

R everses.

1. Mint-mark, two pellets (:). Three plumes. A line above
and below each lin e of the Declar ation, RELIG: PROT/LEG : ANG/
LI BER : PAR · 1642 ; two pellets (:) between the words of the
legend (Plate VIII, 128) . Fo und with obverses A and B.
Ruding XXIV, 5, which gives a pellet afte r ANG. Also on a half
unite. B ritish N umismatic Jo urnal, vol. xi, p. 196, Plate I, Fig. 1.

2 . Min t-mark, four pellets (.:. ). Otherwise as 1. Found on a
half unit e (R. C. Lockett) .

1643 .

Obverses.

....1 A. Same as 1642 "A" (Pl ate VIII, 127 ). H awkins No. 3 .
Fo und with reverses I , 3 (\V. S. Lincoln), and 4.

B. Same as 1642 "A," but has MG: instead of MAG in the
legend (Plat e VIII, 129). I have not seen any coins of Aberystwith
with this reading. F ound with reverses 2, 3 and 4.

R everses.

1. Mint-mark, two pellets (:). Same as 1642 "I , " but the
date 1643 (Pl ate VIII, 130 ). Found with obverse A.

2 . Mint-mark, one pellet . Three Shrewsb ury plumes, other-
wise as cc I," except that there is a single pellet aft er DISSIPENTVR

(Plate VIII, 131). F oun d with obverse B.
3. Mint-mark, one pellet . Three Shrewsbury plumes, other

wise as cc I ," but has PRO ANGL in the Declaration (Plate VIII,
132). Found with obverses A (W. S. Linco ln) and B.

4. Mint-mark , two pellets (:). Three Shrewsb ury plumes,
otherwise as " I " (Pla te VII I, 133). Found wit h obverses A and B.

1644
Obverse.

A. Mint-mark, open book, with pellet to left ; otherwise a j

1642 A, except that the front of the crown cuts the inn er circle
M 2
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(Plate VIII , 134). I have not come across this obverse eit her on
a coin of Aberystwith or on one of Oxford 1642 or 1643 .

R everse.

r. Mint-mark, pellet. A Shrewsbury plume, with a lys each side.
The lys is peculiar, as it has no strokes below the cross bar, and is
nearly always used on the lower denominations . No lines between
t he lines of the Declaration, RELIG . PRO / LEG· ANG . / LIBER . PA .

1644 OX. A pellet each side of lys, date and OX, also between the
words of the legend (Plate VIII, 13S). H awkins-c-yjz.

THE LOWER DENOMINATIONS.

Up to the close of 1643 the dies of the coins from the groat
to the half-penny brought by Bushell from Aberystwith sufficed ,
b ut at the beginning of 1644 these had become worn out and a -new
set was required. Though adhering to the general design, some
novelties were introduced , the principal one being the substitution
of the lis for the plume in the field on the reverse; whether this
was due to the abs ence of Bushell at Bristol or to the space not
being large enough for these plumes, is a question, but I think the
latter is the correct reason, as on the groat s is a central plume.
The Declaration, with the usual abbreviations, was tried on all
denominati ons down t o the penny, but was abandoned on the half
gro at and penny, evident ly for the reason that there was not room
enough on the small area for the design , and the old Aberystwith
pat te rn was reverted to. The execut ion of the dies is good and
quite up to the standard of the larger coins .

GROATS.

The busts on the coins vary in size, from that of Aberystwith
contained within the inner circle, to a large one which reaches to
the oute r circle, sometimes at the top and sometimes at the bottom;
on one the inner circle is merely a wire line, and on another it is
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omitted altogether. On the reverses the features of the pattern
shillings of 1644 seems to have had some influence on some of the
designs, especially those of r645 and 1646. They were struc k in
the years 1644, 1645 and 1646.

r 644·

Obverses.

A. Aberystwith obve rse B on the fourth groa t . Mint-mark,
open book with a pellet each side . Similar bust to that on the
sixpence, Shrewsbury plume in front and mark of value rrn behind
the head; legend, . CAROLVS . D . G . M . B . F . ET · H . REX . (Plate
VIII , 136). Hawkins No . 6. Found with reverse 1.

B. Mint-mark, flori ated cross, as on the crown, with a pellet
each side. Bust to left , crowned, in armour, wit h lion 's head on
shoulder-piece, lace-collar and sca rf looped in fron t . Thi s is the
best executed bust of the whole series. Legend and inner circle as
" A " (Plate VIII, r37). H awkins No. I. Found wit h reverses
I and z.

C. Mint-mark, lys, with a pellet to left at end of the legend. The
bust is large, reaching at t op to the outer circle, in armour, plain
collar wit h scarf looped in front, no plume, mark of va lue rrn
behind. Legend commences to righ t of crown, . CAROLVS . D :
G : M : B : F : ET . HIB : REX . (Plate IX, 138). H awkins No. 4.
Found with reverse z.

D . Mint-mark, nil. Bust somewhat similar to C, bu t has
lion 's head on shoulder-piece and extending to the outer circle at
the bottom , and the cross cuts the inn er circle at t op. No plume in
front, mark of value behind. Legend commences at the bottom
at the left of the King's shoulder, . CAROLVS . D : G : MA : BR: F R :

ET . H . REX (Plate IX, 139). Hawkins No . z. Found with
reverse z. (A sale at Glendinning's .)

E. Mint-mark, nil. Bust .as on D, extending to the outer circle
at bottom , and the cross cuts the inner circle, which is a wire line,
at top . Mark of value behind. Legend commences at bottom at
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the left of King's shoulder, CAROLVS . D : G : NI : B : F : ET . H : REX
Lozenge stops (Plate IX, 140). Hawkins No . 3. F ound with
reverse 2. ·

F. Mint -mark, nil. Bust as on D, but does not extend to outer
circl e. No inner circle. Mark of value behind. R for Rawlins,
the engraver , below the truncation of the shoulder. Legend com
mences at the left of the King's shoulder , CAROLVS . D : G : NI : B : .
FR : ET . HI : REX · Stops, badly formed lozenges (Plate IX, 141).
H awkins No. g. Found with reverse 2 (B. M.).

Reverses.

1. Mint-mark, lozenge wit h two pellets (:) each side; Shrews
bury plume with a small lys each side . Declaration in three
lines, H.ELIG · PRO / LEG : ANG . / LIBER . PA · 1644 OX . Pellet
each side of lys. Date and OX also between the words of the legend
(Plate IX, 142). Hawkins No . 5. F ound with obverses A and B.

2 . Mint-mark, pellet. Otherwis e similar to I except that it has
a pellet each side of lys in addition to date and OX. This is the same
die as the sixpenc e 1644 (( I " (Plate VIII, 135). H awkins No . 1.

'F ound with obverses B, C, D (a sale at Glendining 's), E and F .

1645.

Obverses.

A. Same as 1644 (( B " (Plate VIII, 137). Hawkins No. 7.
Found with reverse I (B.IVI.) .

B . Same '!-S 1644 (( D" (Plate IX, 139). Hawkins No. 8.
Found wit h reverse 1.

C. Same as 1644 (( F" (Plate IX, 141). Hawkins No. g.
Found with reverse 2 .

R everses.

1. Mint-mark, nil. Large plume extending well between the
two circles. Scroll ornament eac hside of 0, for OX in monogram
above,' and a wavy lin e below Declaration, RELIG : PRO / LEG :
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ANG : / LIBER : PAR 1645. Pellet before and ' afte r and between
the words of the legend, which commences at the t op from the
right of the plume (Plate IX, 143). H awkins Nos. 7 and 8,
F ound with obverses A (B. IVI.) and B.

2 . .Mint-mark, nil. Large plume ; no inner circle ; Declar ation
wit hin a cartouche havin g a lion 's head , with an annulet each side,

. at the top , RELIG: PRO / LEG : ANG / LI BER : PAR 1645; pellet
each side of date, also bet ween the words of and at the end of the
legend (Plate IX , 144). H awkins No . g. F ound with obverse C.

1646.

Obverse.

. A. Same as 1644 " F " or 1645 cc C" (Plate IX, 141).

Reverse.

r. Same as 1645 " 2 ," but dated 1646 (Plate IX, 145).

THRE EPE NCES.

There was a very sm all issue of threepences. With the excep
ti on of an Aberys twit h one, the other obve rses are evidently the
work of R awlins, as one has the R under the bust , and the other is the
same, but without the R. As regards the reverses, there are three
lys instead of plumes, and one is from an Aberys twith die . This last
might have been st ruck before 1644, but as it has for the obverse
die one peculi ar to that year, I class it as such.. The only years
in whi ch these were coined were 1644 and 1646.

1644.
Obverse.

A. Aberystwith obverse, No . 4 " C," with lvIAG in the legend.
Mint-mark, open book (Plate IX, 146). Hawkins No . 1. Fo und
with reverse 2 .
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B . Mint-mark, lys. The bust is a reduction of that on the
groat, 1644 BR below the truncation of the shoulder; mark of
value III behind. Legend, CAROLVS . D : G : MAG : BR : FR : ET . H :

REX. Hawkins No . 2- 542. There is only one die of this, and it
has a flaw in front of the face, whi ch suggests that the King has a
cigarette in his mo uth (Plate IX, 147). Found with reverses 1,3 and 4.

R everses.

I. Ab erystwith No. 2 . Mint-mark, open book at the end of the
legend (Plate IX, 148). F ound with obverse B.

2. Mint-mark, pellet (?). Three lys ; the centre one may, however,
be m eant for a small Shrewsbury plume. A lin e ab ove and below
the Declaration , whi ch is in three lines, RELI: PRO/LEG: ANG/

LIBER: PAR 1644 OX. Pellet between the words of the legend,
whi ch begins, as usual , on the left (Plate IX, 149). F ound with
obverse A .

3. Mint-mark, pellet . A lys, with a smaller one each side .
Declaration as on "2 ." 1644 in small figures; no OX . Pellet between
the words of the legend (Plate IX, 150). Fo und with obverse H.

4. Mint-mark, pellet . Three even-sized lys , otherwise like 3;
but date in large figures (Plate I X, 151). Hawkins No . 2- 542.
Found with obverse B.

1645.

Nil.

1646.

Obverse.

A. Mint-mark, lys ; pellet to left. B ust similar to 1644 B, but
the crown cuts the inner circle and is without the R below; mark of
value behind . Legend, CAROLVS . D : G : M : BR : F : ET . H : REX .

(Plate IX, 152). Hawkins No . 3. F ound with reverses I and 2 .

Ruding XXIV, 11.
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lys . Similar to A, but FR for F in
F ound with reverse 3. I have not seen

Bust as above. Mark of value II

Legend, CAROLVS . D . G . :M: B : F:
Hawkins No. 2 . F ound with reverse

r , Mint-mark, pellet . Same as 1644, " 4, '" but dated 1646, the
6 being struck over the 4 (Plate IX, 153).

2 . Mint-mark, pellet . Same as "I," but REL for RELI in
Declaration. Hawkins No. 3, Ruding XXIV, 3.

HALF-GROATS .

The bust on the obverse is not well execut ed ; it appears to be a
reduction of that on the sixpence. No plume in front but mark of
value behind. A new mint-mark appears, viz. , the mullet, which
is found also on the penny, the others being the lys and the pellet .
The iron for the lys mark is the same as used for the small lys on the
Declaration, reverse 2 , and it looks sometimes like a cross; that on
the Aberystwith type of reverse is larger and may perhaps be meant
for a Shrewsbury plume ; it is possibl y from the iron for the large
lys or plume on the Declaration reverse.

There is only one dated half-groat, 1644, :'0 the ot he rs will be
taken as belonging t o that year, though doubtless they were struck
also in 1645 and 1646.

Obverses .

A. Mint-mark, small lys.
behind. Beaded inner circle.
ET· H : REX (Plate IX, 154),
1 and 3.

B. Similar to A, but the mint-mark is certainly a cross and the
circle is plain (Plate IX, 155) . Found with reverses I and 2 .

C. Mint-mark, mullet, otherwise similar to A (Plate IX, 156) .
Found with reverse I (Miss H . Farquhar).

D . Mint-mark, pellet , otherwise similar to A (Plate IX, 157).
Found with reverse 1.

E . Mint-mark, small
legend. H awkins No . 'r.
this coin .
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R everses.

I. Mint-mark, large lys with pellet to right. Aberystwit h t ype
large plume wit h bands within a bead ed inner circle. Legend
commences at t op , . I VSTITIA . TH RONVM . F IR:LVfAT (Plate IX , 158).
F ound with obverses A, B, C and D."

2 . Mint-mark (?). Ot herwis e as No . I , but the inner circle is
pla in. Found with obverse B.

3. Mint-mark, small lys. Lys or Shrewsbury plume, with a
smaller one each side; line abo ve and below Declaration , whi ch is
in t hree lin es, R ELIG: PROT/L E G : ANG :/LIB : PA R 1644 OX . Pellet
between the words of the legend (Plate IX, 159). Hawkins
No. 1 , Sne lling X I, 2 , where the mint-mark is shown as a pellet.
F ound "wit h obverses A and E . H awkins No. 3, which I have not
seen, appears to me as if its right attribution would be to Bristol.

P E N NIES.

The pennies are similar to the half-groats, but smaller, and the
mark of value on the obverse is 1. Three are dated 1644, allhaving a "
reverse of the Declaration type. The rest are of the Ab erystwith type
and may have been st ruck in ot her years as well. Those havin g an
Aberys twith obverse " A " or " B " could have been issued before
1644, but they will b e classed under that year. These latter coins .
are poorly st ruc k , or they have been so much circulate d that it is
difficult to decipher their exact det ails. The remarks m ade. of the
form of the lys under the heading of t he half-groats apply to the
pennies . The mint-marks on t hose of the Declaration t ype are
uncert ain, for they are, as a rule, illegibl e.

Obverses.

A. Aberystwith obverse B. Mint-mark, open book, pellet
each side. Bust with lace collar ; "mark of value 1 behind. Legend,
. CARO : D : G : M : B : F : ET : H : REX· British Numismatic
J ournal, vol. x , p. 191, Plate Ill, 18. (Plate IX, 160.) F ound with
reverse 4 (Miss H. F arquhar).
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B. Aberystwith obverse D. Mint-mark, open book. Bust as
on the sixpence ; mark of value behind. Legend, CAROLVS . D :
G : M : B : F . ET : H : REX · British Numismatic [ournal , vol. x ,

p . r92, Plat e Il l, 2r (Plate IX, r6r) . Found with reverse r .
e. Mint-mark, pellet (?). Bust like B, but slighter, otherwise

as B. The stops in the legend are badly defined and perhaps may all
be single pellets (Plate IX, r 62). F ound with reverse r (Miss H .
Farquhar).

D. Mint-mark, lys. Bust like that on threepence, r 644, "B."
Legend, CARO · D . G . M . B . F . ET . HI . REX (Plate IX, r63).
Hawkins No . 5-551. From its similarity to th e threepence

.of r646 A, this may have been coined that year. F ound with
reverses 3 (B. M.), 5 Snelling, XI,!.

E. Mint-mark, lys. Bust like that on half-groat obverse A.
Legend , CAROL · D : G : 1\1 : B : F : ET . H : REX (Plat e IX, 164).
Hawkins No. 4. Found with ' reverses 2, 6 (Montagu Sale, Lot 529)
and 7 (Miss H. Farquhar). On this last coin it is impossible to
decipher the mint-mark, as it is somewhat overstruck.

F . Mint-mark, lys. Same as E , but legend reads, CAROLVS
and apparently single pellets between the words (Plate IX, r65).
H awkins No. r-553. F ound with reverse 6. Hawkins 553 is
e vidently meant for the B . lVI. specimen (Plate IX, r 65), from

. which it can be seen that the VS of CAROLVS is doubtful.

Reverses.

1. Mint-mark, four pellets . Plume smaller than on the
Aberystwith 4th penn y. Legend, IVSTITIA . THRONVM . FIR MAT
(Plate IX, r66) . F ound with obverses Band C (Miss H . F arquhar).

2. Mint-mark, lys, plume very small. Legend, IVSTITIA . THRO .
FIRMAT. Coarse work (Plate IX, r67). F ound with obverse E .

3. Mint-mark, mullet, otherwise as 2, but THRON in legend
,(Plate IX, r68) . Found with obverse D (B.M.).

4. Mint-mark, pellet , ot herwise as 2, but THRONVM in legend.
Found with obverses A (Miss H . Farquhar) and C (Miss H. F arquhar).
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5. Mint-mark,lys. Three lys, the centre one may be meant for a
Shrewsbury plume; lin e above and below the legend, which is in
three lines, RELIG· PRO / LEG· ANG / LIB· PAR 1644 ; pellet
between the words of the legend . Hawkins No . 3. Found with
obverse E Snelling XI I 1.

6. Mint-mark, lys. As " 5," but LIBER in the legend. F ound
with -obverse E (?). Hawkins No. 2-:-553, or Montagu Sale, Lot
529. Hawkins No . 1, reads PROT (Pla te IX , 169, is from the
B . M. specimen, but the mint-mark is doubtful).

7. Mint-mark, pellet, otherwise as 6. F ound with obverse E
(Miss H . Farquhar).

HALF-PENNIES .

If an y were issued , they were probably struck from Aberystwith
dies.

As some of the smaller denominations which have hitherto been
attributed to Aberystwith, are now given to Oxford, an explanation
is necessary . Very little money was coined at Aberystwith after the
removal of the Mint to Shrewsbury in September , 1642. Mr. H.
Symonds, in his paper A Glance inside the Min; of Aberystwith
in the Reign of Charles I ,l st ate s that the only ent ries in the Barley
M'S, No . 18760 of work done there were, first , 73 lbs. of coined
metal in the months of January to March, 1645-46, and, second,
8 lbs. in F ebruary, 1648-49. This lat t er date does not apply, as
it was after t he su rrender of Oxford. The denominations struck
are not mentioned, but as dies for all coins fr om the half-crown to
the penny were delivered up to General Thomas Harrington on
F ebruary 23rd, 1648- 49, it is probable that all may have been coined.
In the months of January to March, 1645-46, Royalist affairs were
going from bad to wors e; Bushell himself was closely besieged in
Lundy Island, and Oxford was approaching its surrender. The
probability is that the dies used on these occasions were some left
behind by Bushell on his migrat ion in 1642~

The coins themselves tell us more. I will take, for example, the
threepence B 1 with the Aberystwith reverse No. 2. The obverse

British Numismatic J ournal, val. viii. , p . 205.
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die" B " has t he same flaw, which I have already referred to, namely,
that in front of t he King's fac e, as is found on those of t c B " with

. reverses 3 and 4 with the Declaration and dated 1644, thus showing
that they were all struck at the same place, which must have been
Oxford. In like manner, in the half-groats, Mr. F. A. Walters has
one of -A I with the Aberystwith t ype of reverse, and anothe r, A 2 ,

with the Declaration t ype dated 1644, which must have been struck
with the same obverse die, as they both have the same accidental
flaws . The other obverses Band C have the same reverse as A,
namely, " I ," so they also should belong to Oxford.

The pennies present greater difficulties, especially those with
the obverses " A " and " B, " whi ch are Aberystwith dies. It is the
reverse" I " that h as to be dealt wit h ; for all the true dies have the
open book for a mint-mark, whilst this has four pellets (-:-), the
plume is smaller, and the lettering is slightly different. " A" is
found with reverse 4, which is of quite different work. Likewise
the penn y " D 3 " has, apart from the design of the reverse, no
appearance of any connection with Aberystwith, and its plume
appears t o have been str uck with the iron used for punching the
three even plumes on the reverse of the half-crown; moreover, it
has a mullet for the mint-mark. . These remarks apply to F z with
the lys mint-mark, which is also used with reverse " 5" of the
Declaration type and dated 1644.

In the enumerat ion of the coins on the foregoing pages, those
with names attached to them show in whose possession they were
when I saw them; those with references to Hawkins, Ruding or
Snelling indicate the source of my information, and, further, that
I have not seen them ; and (B. M.) denotes that the coin is in the
National Collection .

NOTE.-Since this article was written I have come to the
conclusion that half-crowns A 9, F 8, F 10, F Il, F 12, F 13, and
shillings C 5 and C 6 are the first coins struck at Bristol, and should
therefore be transferred t o that Mint .-H. Vl . 1V1.
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TABLE A.

HIGHER DENmllNATlON S.

Obverses.

Date .
I

POUNDS. HALF-POUNDS. CROWNS.

-- ..

R ema rks . R emarks. R em arks.

1642 f
Obverse A 13 C D A A A is

with Shrews -
l R everses 1 2 2 2 1, 2 1, 2 b ury "13"

1643{
Obvers e A 13 C A is 1642 A A is 1642 A 13 A is 164 2

with " A" " A " " A "
R everses 2 1 2 13 is 1642 1 2, 3 1, 3

" 13"

1644{
Ob verse A A is 1642 A

with " A"
Reverse 1 1

I
I

TABLE B.

HIGHER DENO~IINATlONS .

R everses.

!
Dale. POUNDS. H ALF-POUNDS. CROWNS.

--

I
Remarks. Remarks. R emarks.

- - - -

1642{
Reverse 1 2 1 is 1 2 1 is I 2

with Sh rews - Sh rews -
Obverse s A B, C,D bury " 4 " A A bury " 3 " A A

1643{
R ev erse 1 2 1 1 2 3

with
Obverses 13 A,C A 13 A A,13

1644{
R ev erse 1 1

with
Obverse A A
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TABLE C.

H ALF-CROWNS.

Olnierses ,

175

R em a rk s.

1642 {
Obverse A B C D E F G A is

Shrews-with bu ry" D ".R everses 2 2,4 1,2 2, 3 3 3 3 B is
3,5 Shrews-

bu ry " F "

1643{
Obv erse A B C D E F G H I J K

with
R everses 2,3,7, 3 4 3, 5 (,2 8, 10, 2,4 17,18, 1, 22 , 23,25, 19, 26,

9, 15 11,12, 6 19, 20 , 23 ,24, 26, 27, 28,29,
16 13 2 1, 22, 28 28, 29

23

1644{
Ob verse A B C D E F G A is

wi th 1643 " J '
R everses 11 9,12 2, 3, 10 5, 6 . 8 , 18, 1,6 B is

4,8, S, 14 7, 13 1643 " K"
15, 16,
17,18,
19,20

1645{
Obverse A B C D E F G "A JI is

with 1644 " C"
R everses 3,4. 1,4 6, 7 2, 7 8

5,9

1646{
Obve rse A B C "A JJ is

wi t h I 1645 " F"
R everses 1, 2, 1, 2,

I
3, 4 3,4

------- - - - -
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TABLE

H AL F -C R OW :-;S-

1642{
Reverse 2 3 4 5

wit h
Obverses C A, B, C,D, E, B C

C,D F,G

1643{
Reverse 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

with
Obverses E, I A,E, A,B, C,G D G A F A F F F F A A

F, G D

1644{
Reverse 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

wit h
Obvers es G C C C E E,G G C,E, B D A B G E C

F

164S{
Reverse 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

with
Obverses B,C, F A A,C A E E,1' G A

D

1646{
Reverse 2 3 4

with
Obverses A,B, B,C B,C B,C

C
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Reverses.
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Remarks.

1 is Shrewsbury 6.

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 17 to 22 are Inter-
mediate; als o 1.

A H H H,K H H H,I H,I,J I J J, K J I,J,K J,K 23 to 29 are Last
Period.

16 17 18 19 20

C C C, F C C
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TABLE E.

SHILLINGS.

Obverses.

Date. I IR em arks .

1642{
Obverse A B C D A is

with Shrews-
Reverses 1, 2 3,4 4 3 bury " B "

1643I
Obverse A B C D E F G A is

with 1642" C"
L R everses 3 2,4 5,6 1,2, 8 3, 8 9 G belon gs

3, 7 t o Last
P eri od.

1644{
Obverse A B C D E F G H A is

with 1643" D ..
R evers es 5 5,8 1,4,7 1,2,7, 6 9 3 12 B is

10, II 1643 "G "

1645{
Obverse A A is

with 1644 " D ..
Reverse

1646{
Obverse A A is

with 1644 " D"
R everses 1, 2
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TABLE F.

SHI LLINGS.

Reverses.

Date. Remarks.

-

1642{
R everse 2 3 4

with
Ob verses A A B,D B, C

1643{
Reverse 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 It 9 " be...

with longs to
Obverses D B,D A,D, B C C D E,F G Last Period

F

1644{
R ever se 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

with
Obverses C, D D G C A, B E C, D B F D D H

1645{
Reverse

with
Obver se A

1646{
R everse 2

with
Ob verses A A
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Obuerses ,

'TABLE

THE SMALLER

Date. Sixpenc es. Groats.

---

Remarks. Remarks.

1642 {
Obverse A B A sam e as

with Aberystwith C
Reverses 1 1

643 {
Obverse A B A same as
. with 1642 A -

Reverses 1,3,4 2,3,4
. .

644 {
Obverse A A B C D E F A same as .

with Aberystwith B
Reverses 1 Same as groat 2 1 1,2 2 2 2 2 2 same as

sixpence 1

645 {
Obverse A B C A same as 1644

with B'; B same as
Reverse 1 1 2 1644 D; C

same as 1644 F

646 {
Obverse A Same as 1644 F

with
Reverses 1 .

TABLE

R everses; THE SMALLER

Date. Sixpences. Groats.

Remarks . R emarks.

642 {
Reverse 1

with
Obverses A,B

643 {
Reverse 1 2 3 4

with
Obverses A B A,B A,B

6~4 {IR evers e 1 Same as 1 2 2 same as
with groat 2 sixpence 1

Obverses A A, B B, C,D,
E, F

645 {
Reverse 1 2

with
Obverses A,B C

646 {
Reverse 1

with
Obverse A
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G.

D E N OMI NATION S. Obverses.

B

D

T hreepences.

I
H alf-Groat s. P en nies.

Remarks. Remarks . R ema rks.

. -

A B Same as A -B C D E A B C D E F A same as
Aberyst- Aberystwith

2 1, 3,4 wi th C 1,31 ,2 1 1 3 4 1 1 3, 5 2,6,76 B same as
Aberystwith

A

1,2
I

H.

D ENOMINATIONS. R everses.

Threepences.

I
Half-Groats . Pennies.

Remarks. R emarks Remarks

1 2 3 4 1 sa me as 1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Ab ery stwith 2

B,C E D A,CB A B B A, B, B A, E EE E
C, D

1 2

A A
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

PLATE 1.

Pounds.

2. 1642. Obverse B.
3. 1642. Obverse C.
4. 1642. Obverse D.
5. 1642. Reverse 1.
6. 1643. Obverse C.
7. 1643. Reverse 1.
8. 1644. Reverse 1.

1. 1642, 1643, and 1644. Obverse A. Mint-mark, plume, with two pellets (:)
each side.

Mint-mark, plume, cannon amongst arms .
Mint -mark, plume, with two pellets (:) to left .
Mint-mark, plume, exergue chequered.
Mint-mark, five pellets (:.:) , Shrewsbury reverse 4.

Mint-mark, plume. Briot's horse.
Mint-mark, seven pellets (.:.:.).

Mint-mark, large single plume.

PLATE n .

Half-Pounds.

9. 1642 and 1643. Obve rse A. Mint-mark, plume, with pellet to left .
10. 1642. Reverse 1. Mint-mark, two pellets (:) .
11. 1642. Reverse 2. Mint -mark, seven pellet s (.:.:. ).

12. 1643. Reverse 1. Mint-mark, four pellet s (. : .) .

Crowns.

13. 1642 and 1643. Obverse A. Mint-mark, pellet , Shrewsbury obverse B .
14. 1642. Reverse 1. Mint-mark, t \VOpellets '(: ).

15. 1642. Reverse 2. Mint-mark, four pellet s (.:.).

16. 1643. Obverse B. Mint-mark, plume.
17. 1643. Reverse 2. Mint-mark, five (?) pellet s (: •• ).
18. 1643. Reverse 3. Mint-mark, seven pellets (.:.:. ).

19. 1644. Obverse A. Mint-mark; floriated cross.
20. 1644. Reverse 1. No mint-ma rk.
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PLATE Ill.

Half-Crowns'.

21. 1642. Qbverse A. Mint-mark, two pellets (00), Shrewsbury obvers e D.
22. 1642. Obverse B. Mint-ma rk, plume without coronet or bands, with two

pellets (: ) to the left ; Shrewsbury obve rse F.
23. 1642. Obverse C. Mint-mark, plume.

24. 1642. Obverse D. Mint-mark , plume, with two pellets (: ) to left and one to

right.
25. 1642. Obverse E . Mint-mark, plume.
26. 1642. Obverse F . Mint-mark, plume.
27. 1642. Obverse G. Mint-mark, Shrewsbury plume.
28. 1642. Reverse 1. Mint-mark, four pellets (0 :0), Shrewsb ury reverse 6.
29. 1642. Reverse 2. Mint-mark; two pellets (:) .

30. 1642. Reverse 3. Mint-mark, two pellets (:) .

31. 1642. Reverse 4. Mint-mark, two pellets (:).

32. 1642. Reverse 5. Mint-mark, four pellets (0:0).
33. 1643. Obverse A. Mint-mark, plume.
34. 1643. Obverse B . Mint-mark, plume; " A " beneath hors e.
35. 1643. Obverse D. Mint-m ark, plume, with pellet to left.

PLATE IV.

Half-Crowns, 1643.

36: 1643. Obverse E . Mint-mark, plume.
37. 1643. Obverse F . Mint-mark, pellet.
38. 1643. Obverse H . Mint-mark, plume.
39. 1643. Obverse I. Mint-mark, plume, with pellet to left.

- 40. 1643. Obverse .r, and 1644. Obverse A. Mint-mark, rosette, with pellet
to left .

41. 1643. Obverse K, and 1644. Obverse B. Mint-mark, rosette and plu me
with two pellets to the left.

42. ·1643. Reverse 1. Mint-mark, two pellets (: ).

43. 1643. Reverse 3. Mint-mark, two pellets (: ).

44. 1643. Reverse 5. Mint-ma rk, four pellets (. :. ).

45. 1643. Reverse 7. Mint-mark, five pellets (:.: ).
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46. 1643. Reverse 8. Mint-mark, four wedge-shape pellets (~r~).

47. 1643. Reverse 12. Mint-mark, four pellet s (e:e).

48. 1643. Reverse 13. Mint-mark, four .pellets l ' ) ~

49. 1643.. Reverse ~5. Mint-mark # '.
qO. 16;-1-;3 : Reverse 20. . Mint-mark, five pellets He).

51. 1643. Reverse 22.. Mint-mark, four pellets (~: e) . .
52. 1643. Reverse 23. Mint-mark, rosette.
53. 1643. Reverse 24. Mint-mark, rosette with two pellets (: ) to left.
54. ' '1643. Reverse 26. Mint-mark, rosette with pellet each side .
55. 1643. Reverse 29. Mint-mark, pellet .

" .~ .
t ,

PLATE V.

Half-Crowns, 1644.

56. 1644. Obverse C, and 1645: Obverse A. Mint-mark, plume, with pellet toleft .
57. 1644. Obverse D. Mint-mark, plume, with two pellets (:) each side.

58. 1644. Obverse E. Mint-mark, small Shrewsbury plume, with pellet to left.
59. 1644. Obverse F . Mint-mark, plume.
60. 1644. Obverse G. Mint- mark, small Shrewsbury plum e, with lozenge to left.

61. 1644. Reverse 1. Mint-mark, lozenge, with tw o pellets (:) each side.

62. 1644. Reverse 2. Mint-mark, five pellet s (: e: ) very close together.

63. 1644. Reverse 3. Mint-mark, billet.
64. 1644. Reverse 4. Mint-mark, billet, with two pellets (:) each sid e of it.

65. 1644. Reverse 5. Mint-mark, lozenge.
66. 1644. Reverse 6. Mint-mark, lozenge with two pellet s (:) each side of it.

67. 1644. Reverse 7. Mint-mark, four lozenges (. :.).

68. 1644. Reverse 8. Mint-mark, five lozenges (.:.) .

69. 1644. Reverse 9. Mint-mark, rosette.
70. 1644. Reverse 10. Mint-mark, rosette or large pellet.
71. 1644. Reverse 12. Mint-mark, rosette, V\ ith two pellets (%) each side of it.
n. 1644. Reverse 13. Mint-mark, pellet .
73. 1644. Reverse 18. Mint-mark, pellet.
74. 1644. Reverse 19. Mint-mark, rosette, with two lozenges each sid e of it.
75. 1644. Reverse 20. Mint-mark, Shrewsbury plume, with two pellet s (:) to left .
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-Mint-mark, plume.with pellet to
right.

76. 1645. Obverse C.
77. 1645. Obverse D.
78. 1645. Obverse E .
79. 1645..' Obverse G.

.SO. 1645. - Reverse 1.
81. 1645. Reverse 2:
82. ' . 1645.' Reverse 5:

83. 1645. Reverse 7:
84. 1645. Reverse 8.
85. 1645. Obverse F ,

PLATE VI.

H aif-Cro,.wns.

Mint-mark, plume, with pellet to left .
Mint-mark, plume, with pellet to right.
Mint-mark, plume, with pellet to right.
Mint-mark, plume, with pellet each side.
Mint -mark, rosette.
Mint-mark, rosette .
Mint-mark, five pellets (: 0:) .

Mint -mark, five pellets (: 0:) .

Mint -mark, pellet:
and 1646. Obverse A.

.e-," .

~:. , ~...~.:

86 .
87.
88.
89.

90.

91.

1646. Obverse B.
1646. Obverse C.
1646. Reverse 1.

1646. Reverse 2.. : . . . .. :

1646. Reverse 3.

1646. Reverse 4.

Mint-mark, plume.
Mint-mark, plume, with pellet. to left .
Mint-mark, five pellets (:0:) .
Mint-mark, five pellets (0:0).
~int-mark, five pellets (0: 0) on right of coin .

Mint-mark, five pellets :(0: 0) on right of coin .

Shillings.

92. 1642. Obverse A. Mint-mark, plume without coronet or bands, Shrewsbury
obverse B.

93. 1642. Obverse B, and 1643: Obverse A. Mint-mark, plume. _
94. 1642. Reverse 1. Mint-mark, pellet .
95. 1642. Reverse 4. Mint-mark, two pellets (:).

PLATE VII.

Shill ings.

96 . 1643. Obverse.B. Mint-mark, plume.
97. 1643. Obverse C. Mint -mark, plume.
98. 1643. Obverse D, and 1644. Obverse A. Mint-m ark, plume.
99. 1643. Obverse F. Mint-mark, plu me.

100. 1643. Obverse G, and 1644. Obverse B . Mint-mark, plume.
101. 1643. Reverse 1. Mint-mark, pellet.
102. 1643. Reverse 2. Mint-mark, two pellets (:).
103. 1643. Reverse 5. Mint-mark, two pellets (:).
104. 1643. Revers e 6. Mint-mark, four small pellets (0:0).
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Mint-mark, Shrewsbury
plume, with two
lozenges to left.

Mint-mark, Shrewsbury plume, with lozenge to left.
Mint-mark, Shrewsbury plume, with lozenge each side .
Mint-mark, Shrewsbury plume, with lozenge to left.
Mint-mark, nil.

Mint-mark, four lozenges (.:.) .

Mint-mark, two lozenges (:).

Reverse 7. Mint-mark, four small pellet s (0:0).
Reverse 8. Mint-mark, two pellets (:) .

Reverse 9. Mint-mark, rosette with two pellet s C:) each side.

Obverse C. Mint-mark, Shrewsbury plume.
Obverse D, and 1645 and 1646. Obverse A.

Obverse E.
Obverse F.
Obverse G.
Obverse H.

Reverse 1.

Reverse 2.

1643.
1643.

1643.
1644.
1644.

1644,
1644.
1644.
1644.

1644.

1644.

105.
106.

107.
108.
109.

110.
111.
112.
113.

114.

115.

PLATE VIII.

Shillings.

116. 1644. Reverse 3. Mint-mark, lozenge, with two pellets (:) each side .

117. 1644. Reverse 4. Mint-mark, lozenge.
l18. 1644. Reverse 5. Mint-mark, rosette, with two pellets (:) each side .

119. 1644. Reverse 6. Mint-mark , rosette, with lozenge each side.
120. 1644. Reverse 7. Mint-mark, two pellets (:) .

121. 1644. Reverse 8. Mint-mark, two pellet s (:).

122. 1644. Reverse 9. Mint-mark, four lozenges (.:.).

123. 1644. Reverse 11. Mint-mark, pellet .
124. 1644. Reverse 12. Mint-mark, nil.
125. 1646. ' Reverse 1. Mint-mark, floriated cross with annulets a t eac h side.
126. 1646. Reverse 2. Mint-mark, pellet.

127. 1642. Obverse A.

Sixpences.

Mint-mark, open book with pellet each side . Aberystwith
obverse C.

128. 1642. Reverse 1. Mint-mark, two pellet s (:).

129. 1643. Obverse B . Mint -mark, open book, with pellet each side.
130. 1643. Reverse 1. Mint-mark, two pellet s (: ).

131. 1643. Reverse 2. Mint-mark, pellet .
132. 1643. Reverse 3. Mint-mark, pellet.
133. 1643. Reverse 4. Mint-mark, two pellets (: ).

134. 1644. Obverse A. Mint-mark, open book, with pellet to left.
135. 1644. Reverse 1 and Groat, 1644. Reverse 2. Mint-mark, pellet.
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Groats.

136. 1644. Obverse A. Mint-mark, open book, with pellet each side. Aberystwith
4 groat .

137. 1644. Obverse B, and 1645. Obverse A. Mint-mark, floriated cross, with

pellet each side.

PLATE IX.

Groats.

138. 1644. Obverse C. Mint-mark, lys, with pellet to left .
139. 1644. Obverse D, and 1645. Obverse B. Mint-mar k, nil.
140. 1644. Obverse E . Mint-mark, nil.
141. 1644. · Obverse F, and 1645. Obverse C, and 1646. Obverse A. Mint-mark, nil.
142. 1644. Reverse 1. Mint-mark, lozenge, with two pellets (:) each side .
143. 1645. Reverse 1. Mint-mark, nil.
144. 1645. Reverse 2. Mint-mark, nil.
145. 1646. Reverse 1. Mint-mark, nil.

Threepence.

- '"
146. 1644. Obverse A. Mint-mark, open book . Aberystwith Obverse 4. " C "

with MAG in legend.
147. 1644. Obverse B . Mint-mark, lys.
148. 1644. Reverse 1. Mint-mark, open book. Aberystwith No. 2.
149. 1644. Reverse 2. Mint-mark, pellet.
150. 1644. Reverse 3. Mint-mark, pellet.
151. 1644. Reverse 4. Mint-mark, pellet.
152. 1646. Obverse A. Mint-mark , lys, with pellet to left.
153. 1646. Reverse 1. Mint-mark, pellet.

Half-Groats.

154. 1644. Obve rse A. Mint-m ark, small lys.

155. 1644. Obverse B. Mint-mark, cross.
156. 1644. Obverse C. Mint-mark, mullet.

157. 1644. Obverse D. Mint-mark, pellet.

158. 1644. Reverse 1. Mint-mark, lys.

159. 1644. Reverse 3. Mint-mark, small lys.
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160. Obverse A.

161.- Obvers e B.
162. Obvers e C.
163. Obverse D .
164. Obverse E .
165. Obvers e F .
166. Reverse 1.

167. Revers e 2.
168. Revers e 3.
169. Reverse 6.

The Coinage of Oxford, 1642-46'.

Pennies.

Mint-m ark, open book, with pellet each side. Aberystwith
obverse B.

Mint-mark, open book. Aberystwith .obverse D .
Mint-mark, pellet (?)

Mint-mark, lys .
Mint-mark, lys.
Mint-mark, lys.
Mint-mark, 4 pellets (.:.).

Mint-mark, lys .
Mint-mark, mullet. ,
Mint-mark, lys.

.... . Shilling .

170. 1642. Reverse 2~' Mint-mark, two pellets (: ).

Half-C rown.

171. 1643. Reverse 14. Mint-mark, four pellet s (. : . ).
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